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QUADRUPOLE MOMENTS OF HIGH-SPIN ISOMERS:TEST OF THE TILTED-AXIS CRANKING MODEL�D.L. Balabanskia;b, K. Vyveya, G. Neyensa, D. Almehed,P. Blahad, D. Borremansa, S. Chmele, N. Couliera,R. Coussementa, W. de Clerqa, S. Frauendorf;f ,G. Georgieva;b, H. Hubele, A. Lépine-Szilya;g, M. Minevah,N. Nenoffe, S. Panholie, D. Rossbahe, R. Shwengner,S. Teughelsa, and P.M. WalkeriaIKS, University of Leuven, Celestijnenlaan 200 D, 3001 Leuven, BelgiumbFaulty of Physis, University of So�a, 1164 So�a, BulgariaIKHP, FZ-Rossendorf, 01314 Dresden, GermanydIPTC, Tehnologial University of Vienna, 1060 Vienna, AustriaeISKP, University of Bonn, Nussallee 14-16, 53115 Bonn, GermanyfDepartment of Physis, University of Notre Dame, Indiana 46556, USAgInstituto de Fisia, Universidade de Sao Paulo, 05389 Sao Paulo, BrazilhDepartment of Physis, Lund University, 221 00 Lund, SwedeniDepartment of Physis, University of Surrey, Guildford GU2 7XH, UK(Reeived Marh 29, 2001)We report the results of reent measurements of the spetrosopi quad-rupole moments of high-spin isomers. For the K� = 352 � �ve-quasipartileisomer in 179W we measured Qs = 4:00(+0:83�1:06) eb. It orresponds toa smaller deformation ompared to the ground states of the W isotopesand is in disagreement with the urrent theoretial preditions. We alsomeasured the quadrupole moment of the I� = 11� isomer in 196Pb,Qs = (�)3:41(66) eb. It has the same proton (s�21=2h9=2i13=2) on�gurationas the one suggested for the I� = 16(�) magneti bandhead whih allowsto dedue the quadrupole moment of the 16� state as Qs = �0:316(97) eb.This small value proves the near spheriity of the bandhead.PACS numbers: 21.10.Ky, 21.10.Re, 23.20.Lv, 27.60.+q� Presented at the High Spin Physis 2001 NATO Advaned Researh Work-shop, dediated to the memory of Zdzisªaw Szyma«ski, Warsaw, Poland,February 6�10, 2001. (2655)



2656 D.L. Balabanski et al.1. IntrodutionSeveral measurements of spetrosopi quadrupole moments of high-spinisomers were performed at the CYCLONE faility at Louvaine-la-Neuve,using the LEvel Mixing Spetrosopy tehnique (LEMS) [1℄.We measured the quadrupole moment of the �ve-quasipartile isomerin 179W, addressing the question: is the nulear deformation of the groundstate and of the high-seniority multiquasipartile exitations the same?Next, we studied the isomers in N = 82 nuleus 196Pb, for whih severalbands with enhaned M1 transitions have been established [2℄. They arebuilt on states whih result from the oupling of high-spin partile to high-spin hole exitations. In the Pb nulei, high-spin partile states are formedby proton exitations into the �h9=2 and �i13=2 orbitals and the high-spinhole states result from neutron exitations in the �i13=2 shell. The spei�oupling of the spin vetors of these two exitations auses a magneti dipolemoment with a large omponent perpendiular to the total spin. Its rota-tion around the spin axis gives rise to enhaned M1 radiation. Our studyaddresses the question: what is the deformation of the magneti bandhead?These experiments are related to the tilted-axis ranking (TAC) model,sine both exitations, the high-K states and the magneti rotation aredesribed within this approah [3, 4℄. In the former ase the quenhing ofpairing is studied. The usual approah is to dedue the moments of inertiaof the bands built on the high-K states and ompare them to that of theground-state (fully paired) rotational band [5℄. Yet, the moment of inertiadepends on both, the deformation and the pairing, whih requires that thedeformation is determined experimentally. In the ase of magneti rotation,the measured weak B(E2) transition probabilities are an indiation for smalldeformation [6℄. However, the measurement of the spetrosopi quadrupolemoment will provide the stringent test.2. Experimental detailsThe LEMS set-up onsists of a split-oil 4.4 T superonduting magnet, atarget holder, allowing preise temperature ontrol in the interval 4�600 K,and 4 Ge detetors, positioned at 0Æ and 90Æ, whih monitor the targetthrough the holes of the magnet. The magneti �eld is oriented along thebeam axis. The anisotropy of the -radiation is measured as a funtion ofthe external magneti �eld. At small magneti �elds the initial anisotropyis perturbed due to the interation of the quadrupole moment of the isomerof interest, Qs, with the Eletri-Field Gradient (EFG) of the LEMS host,Vzz. It is restored at high �elds. The transition between the two regimesdepends on the ratio of the quadrupole frequeny �Q = eh Qs Vzz and themagneti moment of the isomer [1℄.



Quadrupole Moments of High-Spin Isomers : : : 26572.1. The ase of 179WThe 170Er(13C,4n) reation at 63 MeV was used to populate high-spinstates in 179W. The target was 500 �g/m2 self-supporting, enrihed 170Er,whih allowed an in-beam implantation of the 179W reoils into a Tl foilat T = 473(1) K, serving as a LEMS host. The obtained LEMS urve ispresented in Fig. 1. A quadrupole frequeny �Q = 53(8) MHz was dedued.A more omplete report of this experiment was published elsewhere [7℄.

Fig. 1. LEMS urve for the I = K = 352 � isomer in 179W. The reoiling nulei wereimplanted into a Tl polyrystalline foil at a temperature of 473(1) K.In order to determine the EFG of WTl we performed band-struturealulations based on density funtional theory using the full-potential Lin-earized Augmented Plane Wave (LAPW) method as implemented in theWIEN97 pakage [8℄. A value of Vzz(WTl) = 2:54 � 1021 V/m2 at 0 K wasobtained. The EFGs in Tl derease strongly with temperature. The tem-perature dependene of the EFGs in non-ubi metals follows the T 3=2 law:Vzz(T ) = Vzz(0) � [1 � bT 3=2℄ [9℄. In a dediated experiment the tempera-ture dependene fator b = 7:6(+0:2�0:4)�10�5 K�3=2 was derived, resulting in avalue Vzz(WTl) = 0:55(+0:12�0:08)�1021 V/m2 at 473 K [10℄. Thus, the spetro-sopi quadrupole moment of the K� = 352 � isomer in 179W is found to beQs = 4:00(+0:83�1:06) eb. This value is smaller than the ground state quadrupolemoments of the Z=74 nulei, whih were derived from the redued transitionprobabilities [11℄, and is about 2� o� the urrent theoretial estimates.A ritial reader might question the reliability of this result, as it relieson a alulated EFG for WTl, as well as on the assumption for a T 3=2temperature dependene of Vzz. However, in a parallel experiment Ionesu�Bujor et al. measured the quadrupole moment of the K� = 14+ isomerin 176W [12℄. The experiment was performed under similar onditions as



2658 D.L. Balabanski et al.our measurement (in-beam implantation of W in Tl at 464 K) and yieldsa quadrupole frequeny �Q = 92(10) MHz for the isomer. This frequenyorresponds to a ratio of the quadrupole moments of the two isomers:Qs(176W)Qs(179W) = 1:6 � 0:3 ; (1)and to value for the quadrupole moment of the 14+ isomer, whih is loseto the ground-state values. This is in disagreement with the urrent theo-retial preditions and leads to the logial question: do we understand thedeformations of the high-K exitations?2.2. The ase of 196PbHigh-spin isomers in 196Pb (as well as in 194Pb) have been populatedin the natRe(14N,5n) reation. The 50 �m natRe foil served as a targetand a LEMS host. Quadrupole frequenies of �Q = 38(3) MHz and �Q =199(32) MHz were measured for the I� = 12+ and the I� = 11� isomers,respetively. This study is disussed in more detail elsewhere [10℄. TheLEMS urve for the I� = 11� isomer is displayed in Fig. 2. The quadrupolemoment of the 12+ isomer is known, Qs = 0:65(5) eb [13℄. Also the magnetimoments of both isomers are known [13, 14℄. This provides the possibilityfor an internal alibration and allows us to dedue the quadrupole momentof the 11� isomer from the ratio of the measured frequenies:Qs(11�) = �Q(11�)�Q(12+) Qs(12+) = (�)3:41 � 0:66 eb : (2)The negative sign omes from systematis. The quoted unertainty in-ludes the unertainties of the magneti moments as well. Assuming anaxial symmetry for this state (K = I = 11), the quadrupole deformation is� = (�)0:16(3), whih is in a perfet agreement with the theory [15℄.The I� = 11� and the I� = 12+ isomers have the �(s�21=2h9=2i13=2)and the �(i�213=2) on�gurations, respetively, and the �(s�21=2h9=2i13=2)11� 
�(i�213=2)12+ 2p�2h on�guration is suggested for the I� = 16(�) magnetibandhead [2℄. It is possible to derive the quadrupole moment of this state,Qs(16�) = �0:32(10) eb, using the additivity of the quadrupole operator,Q02 = Q02(�) +Q02(�):Qs(16�) = h16; 16jQ02(�) +Q02(�)j16; 16i : (3)This value proves the small deformation of the 16(�) state, whih supportsthe onept of magneti rotation.
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Fig. 2. LEMS urve for the I� = 11� isomer in 196Pb. The reoiling nulei wereimplanted into a Re polyrystalline foil at room temperature.3. ConlusionsWe have measured the spetrosopi quadrupole moments of high-spinisomers in 179W and 196Pb using the LEMS tehnique. These experimentswere performed to test the preditions of the TAC model [3,4℄. We �nd thatthe deformation of the K = 352 isomer in 179W is smaller than the ground-state deformation, whih questions the urrent understanding of these exi-tations. For the I� = 16(�) magneti bandhead in 196Pb we derive a smallquadrupole moment, whih is in agreement with the onept of magnetirotation.GN is a post-dotoral researher and DB and WDC are assistant re-searhers of FWO-Flanderen. DLB aknowledges grants from DWTC-Bel-gium and NATO. The work of the Bonn group is supported by BMFT (Ger-many) under ontrat No.06 BN907.REFERENCES[1℄ F. Hardeman et al., Phys. Rev. C43, 130 (1991).[2℄ G. Baldsiefen et al., Z. Phys. A355, 337 (1996).[3℄ S. Frauendorf, Nul. Phys. A557, 259 (1993).[4℄ S. Frauendorf, Z. Phys. A358, 163 (1997).[5℄ S. Frauendorf et al., Phys. Rev. C60, 064324 (2000).[6℄ R. Clark et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 78, 1868 (1997).[7℄ D.L. Balabanski et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 86, 604 (2001).
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